
THE ADVANTAGES OF THE VOK-SAFE SYSTEM

®

EVENT SECURITY

Using VOK-SAFE for the protection 
of people and property 

Offi  cers operating in close protection.

It is a totally hands-free system giving users complete freedom of movement in the event 
intervention is required. 

 It is a small, light-weight device with a large range of headsets and intra-auricular headsets 
for discreet communication.
 

 It has a patented noise filter guaranteeing clear communication even in noisy environments 
(demonstrations, concerts, etc.).

 It operates on a different band of frequencies from those of walkie-talkies, ensuring that there 
is no interference in communications.

 It has an optimal level of confidentiality thanks to a state-of-the-art encryption system. 
No system can penetrate the network and eavesdrop.

 No fixed installation is required, making it easy and ready to use in any location.

  Event admission and access control assignments, security patrols, personal safety, 
theft or malicious damage prevention, event security, etc. are the type of assignments 
dealt with by security agencies on a daily basis.
During the organization of big events, large industrial companies want to ensure the 
smooth-running of the event in which they have invested heavily. This is successfully 
achieved when special attention is given to the safety of those taking part.  

It consists of putting commissionaires or those with face recognition abilities at entrances 
in order to screen access, and putting stationary or mobile security guards inside the 
premises to regulate any excessive behaviour.
These teams owe the successful fulfi lment of each assignment to the ability for 
communication at any given moment in order to ensure that a considered and 
appropriate response to every situation can be given immediately and as discreetly 
as possible.   
 
 VOK-SAFE is the solution to this problem. This wireless communication 

system, which has already been endorsed by several elite units, enables 
continuous communication between team members, thereby ensuring 
intervention procedures are swiftly and discreetly coordinated.
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    SECURITY AGENTS        SPECIAL UNITS             SECURITY GUARDS   

A SOLUTION FOR EVERY TRADE
          POLICE FORCES  BODYGUARDS         DOG HANDLERS
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

 

Packaging & Accessories

PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES

Headsets

Chargers, batteries & push-to-talk

Conference system
VOKKER  Audio transceiver

VOK-SAFE
Wireless communication systems

for emergency service professionals and private individuals 

KEN 010  Generic headset
KEN 020  Generic headset with On/Off switch
KEN 030  Generic headset with lap microphone 
SEN 010  In-ear headset

PTT 010  Push-to-talk button
BCH 030  3 slots charger

HAC 026  Rigid protective case
SOC 010  Flexible & reinforced transport bag
HAR 010 Harness
ABD 010  Armband
BEL 010  Belt
BEC 010  Belt clip

Number of users ..................................2 to 6 in full duplex mode + an unlimited number in listening mode 
Range ......................................................................................................................Up to 800m (1/2 mile) 
Channels .................................................................................................3 (in Europe) - FHSS (US, Canada) 
Battery life ...........................................................................................................................Up to 14 hours 
Battery ........................................................................................ Rechargeable Li-Polymer 3.7V 1000 mAh 
Frequencies .......................................................................................863-870MHz (Europe, South Africa...) 
....................................................................................................902-928 MHz (USA, Canada, Australia...) 
Power .......................................................................................................................................10/200mW 
Weight .......................................................................................................150g - 5.3 oz (battery included) 
Dimensions ...................................................................................... 120 x 60 x 25mm (4.7"x 2.4" x 0.8") 
T° range ................................................................................................................. -10/+50°C (14/122°F) 
Modulation ........................................................................................................................................GFSK 
Sensitivity ....................................................................................................................................-103dBm 
Technology....................................................................................................................................... TDMA 
Norms ...................................................................................................Europe: EN 300-220 / EN 301-357 
....................................................................................................................................... USA: FCC Part 15 
..............................................................................................................................................AS/NZS 4268 
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